
CE,ISO9001,BV 600kg/h PLC Operating System
Commercial Gummy Candy Maker
Specifications :

Payment
Terms

L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword
commercial gummy candy maker,gummy manufacturing equipment,gummy bear manufacturing
equipment,gummy making machine

Detail Introduction :
Commercial Gummy Candy Maker

Gummy Manufacturing Equipment is manufactured following food standards, integrating machine,
electricity, and gas, with a compact shape and tight structure; good operability; easy to adjust and
control pouring volume and speed; signal control system, easy to adjust and operate. With wide use
and complete functions, it is loved by many new and old customers.

Composition and function of Gummy Machine.
Composition and

function of Gummy
Machine

According to the market demand for a variety of colors, shapes, and flavors of fondant, it is
manufactured with advanced production technology.

  It can produce high-quality single-color and two-color gummy bears, and it can also
produce high-quality, multi-shape, and multi-color gummy bears by changing molds or
pouring heads.

  The quantitative filling and mixing of flavors, colors, and acids are done online.
  The highly automated production not only produces stable quality gummy bears but also

saves labor and space, thus reducing production costs.
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Detail of Gummy Bear Candy Machine: 
Detail of Gummy Bear Candy Machine.

Gummy Bear
Candy Machine

Gummy Bear Candy Machine is easy to operate and quick to heat up.

 Cooler conveyor
unit

The cooler conveyor unit is compact.
High and stable movement speed.

Sugarcoating
machines 

Sugarcoating machines can be coated with oil and sugar, and there is no dead corner
inside the barrel, which is hygienic and easy to clean.

Difference between Gummy Machine and traditional production method.
Difference between Gummy Machine and traditional production method.

Way Traditional way Gummy Machine
Control system Semi-mechanical semi-manual PLC automatic control system

 
 

Efficiency
 

 
Low production efficiency.
High labor requirement.

High energy consumption.
Serious material waste.

High production efficiency.
Mixing of gummy bear-making

materials is done online, saving
labor costs.

Low energy consumption.
Fully automatic system, reduce the
material waste caused by manual

labor.
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Temperature High-temperature contamination.
Inaccurate temperature control.
Material waste increases cost.

Precise control of the temperature is
needed to make gummy bears.

Cost-saving.
 

Gummy Manufacturing Machine not only produces consistent quality gummy bears but also saves labor and
space, thus reducing production costs.

Gummy Bear Candy Maker Service Promise.
1. After delivery, free of charge, we will provide a person responsible for guiding the installation and
commissioning.
2. Free warranty for one year, within the warranty period, parts replacement and repair are provided
free of charge. Except for abnormal damage.
3. Outside the warranty period, the cost of replacement parts is calculated according to the cost of
material procurement.
4. If a failure occurs during use, the user should cut off the power and notify us verbally or in writing,
and we will submit a solution within 24 hours after receiving the notification.
5. We have sufficient spare parts to provide at any time when you need them.
Commercial Gummy Candy Maker, to develop and manufacture the most suitable Gummy Machine
for you, employs the most professional technicians, always pays attention to the market changes,
closely follows the technology and industry development characteristics in machinery, and constantly
optimizes the technical means to meet your needs. You can choose us with confidence, and we look
forward to your call!
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